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n order to quantify the advertising game, let’s take a look at the entire picture, with
newspaper advertising as the basis of comparison, and then set email advertising
alongside it in perspective.

We’re not saying email advertising is better than newspaper advertising. We’re
saying email advertising is a complement to whatever advertising media advertisers
currently use.

Newspaper advertising is made up of two types of information: Editorial or content and
advertising.

While newspaper advertising is just one type of medium, it does have the greatest
familiarity to most people. This explanation is not designed to be a sales pitch or a trea-
tise on advertising; it is an overview of the advertising dollar in today’s market.

The current economy, particularly in Orange County, has businesses attempting to sec-
ond guess what works in the world of advertising today. The fact is, advertising does not
appear as effective as results obtained during a vibrant economy. No advertising can be
compared to the increasing research and development in the online industry; it is not an
option to stay with one medium. As usual, we ask that question, “How do we get there
from here?” It lies somewhere in between, start and keep going, which requires taking a
fresh look at the entire picture with an open mind. What we found suggested a proactive,
cost-effective and measurable method to augment any current advertising program.

In going back to square one, the idea with an advertising program is to draw attention
to a product that generates a direct connection leading to sales. What is interesting to
note, is that while the newspaper remains or at the very least retains a prominent tie to
the mindset of the average consumer and the business owner, the critical mass of
change is already here. That is to say that the world of printed newspapers being the king
of how we get our information, particularly advertising, is in question. The goal remains
the same, and the methods are changing, simply because of technology. Everyone
knows the reason, yet not everyone acknowledges the changes in the pattern of how
people shop. It is called the Internet. In 1990, for example, people were buying comput-
ers, exploring the Internet, and observing the world of websites and email, but they
weren’t necessarily embracing the early evidence of how everything was just beginning
to change. Now, just about everyone has an email address, and most have a computer,
and many have smart phones, iPads and notebooks to communicate, research and shop.

While patterns take time to change and evolve, significantly, the goal has not.
Consequently, almost all businesses have made serious efforts to maintain a website,
and in many cases astute businesses recognize that driving, attracting or directing peo-
ple to their website is a priority in securing a market share of the business they happen
to be in. The good news is their ability to level the playing field: A small furniture store can
be on par with a major shopping chain store – once the prospective consumer makes it
to their site. So the goal, this side of an actual sale, should be to drive business to your
website.

If the goal of business is to sell, and the
goal of advertising is to drive consumers
to your business, and the greatest shift of
the last 20 years will be the same as the
next 20, that is the presence of the
Internet, then the importance of driving
people to your website can not be under-
stated. How do we get there? Advertising.
How do we advertise?

Let’s look: Most Orange County busi-
nesses are reasonably aware of the major
options. They are newspaper, television,
radio, local magazines, direct mail and
email. This list could include home deliv-
ery flyers, newspaper inserts, direct mail
advertising, billboards, etc., but for the
sake of this conversation, let us narrow
down the conversation. We know from
experience that a few assumptions can be
made. After determining a budget for
advertising, we look at our major options
for advertising in Orange County, and for
the sake of the conversation, one could
assume out of a given budget, a company
is advertising in various degrees in the
newspaper, radio, flyer inserts, or local
magazines; compared to other cities like
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Hasbrook Multi Media, Orange County California
San Diego we have next to no TV stations, radio, or outdoor advertising billboards. Further
narrowing down the focus, let’s look at printed material, as opposed to something one sees
or hears about. Basically, to be noticed on any given page, the goal is to have dominance
on the page, with approximately half of the material visual, and half of the material in print,
or content. Certainly, the more one spends, the more dominant the material is on whatev-
er page a reader is looking at.

The problem, which incidentally, is the same as with non-printed advertising, is that there
is no way to measure how many people are actually looking at the advertisement, and
there is no way to measure response either, other than direct response. What happens to
your ad when the person turns on the radio five minutes after your ad runs. If you spend
money to send a nice direct mail piece, do you know how many people ever opened it or
looked at it? However, if you send someone an email, is there any question about domi-
nance or timeliness, or getting thrown out with the trash, or being away for the weekend?

There are three things that need to be measured to learn if anyone is interested in your
product. They are:
1. How many are sent
2. How many are opened
3. How many are clicked through
When a consumer is already on a computer or smart phone, we realized that it is much

easier to encourage someone to click through or be linked to a website, LinkedIn,
Facebook, Twitter, or blog, than when a consumer is reading a newspaper, listening to the
radio, watching TV, or reading a local magazine while drinking their coffee. And if you are
selling bicycles for half price through email, they better be able to push a button and buy
one. You can’t do that with a newspaper, flyer, magazine, etc.

At Hasbrook Multi Media, we have established the idea of ease in transitioning from the
information phase directly into a selling environment, but more importantly, we established
that our efforts to attract consumers to turn into customers are measurable. With an email
from Hasbrook Multi Media/Mailtricity we learned that we needed to deliver only one line
where we were sure a customer would look, and that would be to check his or her email,
which we know they do. Subject matter can be designed a bit differently realizing it must
raise the curiosity to open it. So if your company is already well-branded, that recognition
carries through to that one subject line, a unique strength to an email advertisement. The
subject line should get a customer to open it. If it does not, that tells you that you have not
created curiosity, and what you are offering may not create a call to action to the consumer.
If you send 200,000 emails, and no one opens it, it suggests that your subject line or email
is not interesting. If it is not, don’t you want to be able to tell? Try something new, experi-
ment...you can do that with email. If 641 people open it, and no one clicks through, it tells
you your ad is not sufficient, or your website needs help. If 10,000 people open the email
and 600 people click through, and no sales are generated, your website is good your ad
is good, the interest is there, but they didn’t like what they saw when they clicked through.

They were not led to a purchasing funnel.
You need to be able to get people to your
website, and if they are not buying you’ve got
to do something about it.

Using email is a complement to whatever
advertising you are already doing. We aren’t
saying that it is better, but we can tell what is
better about it because it is measurable. A
report will show you how many people
opened it and how many people clicked
through. We all recognize that it does not do
too much good to get in front of people just
one time and show them what you have, and
then stop showing them and stop advertising.
People wonder if you went out of business. A
business with out advertising is like pinching
someone in the dark, no one knows what you
are doing except you.
Bob Hasbrook, owner of Hasbrook Multi

Media, has been in the advertising industry
for 30 years. His experience includes out-
door, broadcast, direct mail, print and digital
with 15 years in advertising at Freedom
Communications.

For more information, visit www.hasbrook
multimedia.com.

Mailtricity
◆ We were the exclusive email company of Clearwire, a telecom company a divi-

sion of Sprint, and won The ADWEEK Media Plan of the Year and 2010 North
American EFFIE Award

◆ In the campaign we had conversions of 53% “The campaign quickly exceeded
early expectations, generating 12,000 sign-ups and $3 million in sales in the first 10
weeks, double the expected result and $1.3 million above the initial revenue target,”
said Jeff Hall, director of marketing at Clearwire

◆ Our group is one of the nation’s finest marketing companies and our success has
stemmed from the tremendous results that we have obtained for our clients, which
include, Sprint/Nextel, Comcast, Macy’s, Phantom Entertainment, TiVo, Sharper
Image, Best Buy, Wiley Publishing, The “For Dummies” brand, The Orange County
Register and Freedom Communications

◆ “Hasbrook Multi Media is an important contributor to the Panama City News
Herald’s digital media portfolio. They consistently deliver high-quality customer serv-
ice and exceed expectations in assisting email marketing campaigns run smoothly
while ensuring the customer’s needs and expectations have been met,” says Brooke
B. of Panama City News Herald, Panama City Florida

◆ “I just wanted to say it has been a true pleasure working with you and Hasbrook
Multi Media. Since using your company these last four months for email marketing my
client has decided to work with us for the rest of the year! Your open rates on the cam-
paigns we have done have doubled if not tripled the other companies I have used in
the past! I truly believe the double opt-in list you provide has been the difference,”
comments Dan E. from The Orange County Register
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orporate branding is not for the faint of heart.
It takes guts to stand for a single-minded proposition – while most want to

hedge their bets and offer a broader spectrum.  It takes vision to see an
organization’s long-term potential – and commit to a clear destination.  It takes
faith to stay the course and not be distracted by short-term temptations.  And it

also takes financial fortitude to invest in a brand, knowing that return on investment will
take time.

It’s no wonder corporations pulled back on
branding when the recession began.
Branding is synonymous with growth – and
growth wasn’t at the top of the corporate
agenda when the financial crisis hit in the fall
of 2008, and uncertainty loomed. 

But branding can be seen as an economic
growth indicator as well. As business confi-
dence increases, executives begin to re-
evaluate their company’s growth potential.
But prior to investing in this potential, many
are seeing that the recession forced signifi-
cant marketplace shifts; and the companies
that chose a stand still and wait approach –
are realizing they must reinvent themselves
to remain relevant. 

How far has the market shifted?  How can
we leverage our current strengths to capital-
ize on these new opportunities?  What new
products or services should be considered?
Will our target market consider us for these
new offerings? What is the industry’s per-
ception of our brand – and our competitors?
How can we realize our brand potential?

We help our clients answer these ques-
tions - guided by innovative research, utilizing a proven strategic process and based
on the expertise of some of the industry’s top brand strategists. So we decided to
practice what we preach – we commissioned a research study to find out what cor-
porate executives thought about their brand strategy initiatives over the next 18
months.  Here is who we talked to and some of the key findings: 

Research audience 
◆ US-based companies
◆ $50M or larger
◆ 100+ employees
◆ 78% Director level or above
◆ 85% at existing company of five years or more
◆ 91% in their industry for five years or more
◆ Industries – primarily manufacturing, business services, retail, healthcare, finance

Brand management and strategy consulting is one of the key outsourced
activities with very few firms attempting to “do it in-house alone”

◆ Most companies report using a “brand strategy firm” for help with these activities, 
versus other “branding agencies” such as PR or advertising firms

◆ Acknowledged “lack of expertise” coupled with “lack of resources” are primary 
drivers for outsourcing brand strategy, but “inability to meet timelines” is also a key 
factor

Other insights 
◆ Most companies view digital marketing as a key component used in implementing 

their marketing communication tactics – including email marketing, search engine 
optimization and digital sales presentations

◆ Most companies identify the need to better manage their online brand reputation 
– social media management, thought leadership, ongoing content development, 
etc.

◆ Most companies see the need to align and engage their employees in light of all 
the changes that have occurred over the last few years

◆ The majority will seek outside help to conduct their branding activities rather than 
using internal resources only

◆ The majority seek help from experts and have little regard for geographic 
proximity when looking for a brand strategy partner

Key Takeaways
This research confirms some of our recent experiences and provides new insights

into the growing level of business confidence.  More than half our clients are outside
of California – as they seek a specialist in Business to Business brand strategy who
has deep expertise in helping companies realize their brand potential. The national
trend we are seeing emerge first began as cautious optimism and is now gaining

C
Post-recession Branding–

New Research Reveals Shift in Mindset
momentum.  Executives are increasingly devoting the resources needed to grow – or
they run the risk of being left behind.   

Growth strategies can take many forms but rarely do they rely on selling more of the
same to the same audience.  We are seeing companies utilize strategic acquisitions,
new product introductions, new service offerings and international market expansion
to drive new growth.  As these companies reinvent themselves, their brand must
evolve as well.  Their branding must position them clearly in the mind of the prospect

for what they have become – not for what they
once were. Strong brands are built upon a
compelling value proposition that is believ-
able, defendable and most importantly –
relevant. Compelling reasons to believe
builds credibility and confidence in the mind of
the business prospect. A brand that is based
upon a defendable position is protected
against competitors who introduce me-too
products that drive prices down. And brands
that stay current and relevant develop a deep
relationship and increase loyalty with the
target audience.  

Thought leadership is a growing trend as
well and can have a significant influence on
business growth.  Experienced in many
forms, thought leadership begins with taking a
stand on a visionary belief – and then becom-
ing known as the expert.  Speaking at
industry conferences, writing white papers
and compelling blogs, recording stimulating
videos and other forms of promotion all aid in
creating the perception of a visionary leader –
and as we all know, perception is reality.
People are drawn to leaders and loyal

followers emerge. Word of mouth remains the most compelling influence on people
and there is no faster way to create a lasting influence than a unique point of view
which resonates so much that people want to share it. 

At RiechesBaird, we have developed our own approach to thought leadership.
Building upon our deep expertise in brand strategies to drive business growth, we have
aggregated our experiences, beliefs and relationships into a concept called Branding
Business. This online destination is becoming the voice of our industry – a place to
experience the point of view from the nation’s top minds in business growth, branding
and leadership strategies. As a testimony to its content, just this week, the blog
section of the site was named one of the top 10 b2b blogs of 2012. We invite you to
visit www.brandingbusiness.com to hear, see and engage in an experience that we
hope will inspire greatness.  

If business growth is once again on your corporate agenda, or if you have critical
brand issues to resolve, consider seeing a specialist rather than generalist.
RiechesBaird has been recognized as one of the top b2b brand strategy firms for the
last 11 years and is the only true firm of its kind in Southern California.   

About RiechesBaird
Since our founding in 1994, RiechesBaird had become the nation’s most recognized

business to business brand strategy firm.  The firm’s expertise is focused on building
strong business brands for clients across the business lifecycle spectrum, from start-
ups and SMBs to Fortune 500 corporations. Headquartered in Irvine, CA along with an
office in New York City, the firm’s seasoned professionals represent clients including
American Airlines Cargo, ABM, Cisco, Entergy Corporation, Irvine Company and
Hoag.  

Ryan Rieches, is the co-founder of RiechesBaird and has
more than 25 years of business ownership and experience
creating transformational business, brand and communica-
tion strategies that result in business growth and increased
brand value. Locally Ryan serves on many non-profit boards
including The Forum for Corporate Directors, Irvine Barclay
Theatre and is an active member in the Young Presidents
Organization (YPO) of Orange County.

Ryan can be reached at ryan@riechesbaird.com or
949.586.1200.
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he primary reason why Procter & Gamble, Apple, Zappos and Google maintain
their top-brand ranking year after year is because their business models and mar-
keting efforts operate like well-oiled machines. By understanding the needs of their
customers and prospects and knowing where these audiences access information,
these companies create effective brand experiences that achieve their business
goals while building trust and loyalty.

Brands seeking to engage their consumers and drive them to take action need to inte-
grate their inbound and outbound marketing efforts in ways that entertain, create conver-
sation, educate and compel the consumer to share their experience with others. With the
constant evolution of social, digital and mobile technologies, the opportunities for engage-
ment can be overwhelming. It comes down to this: To achieve effective and measurable
results, brands need to finely tune their integrated marketing strategies to form a bridge
between their business goals and the needs of their audience.

So what makes for effective integrated marketing? In today’s digital world, effective
integrated marketing interlaces online channels, new technologies and traditional media
with strategic inbound and outbound tactics to drive results. All of these components must
work together seamlessly to power your performance marketing machine. Let’s break
down the levels of engagement – the key steps to an integrated performance marketing
strategy – by examining a client case study. 

ARZU STUDIO HOPE – Integrated Performance Marketing Case Study
On Mother’s Day, ARZU STUDIO HOPE – a nonprofit built around an innovative model

of social entrepreneurship – designed a contest encouraging families to enter to win an
ARZU rug valued at $3,500. This marketing strategy met ARZU’s primary business goal
of increasing brand awareness with a secondary goal of increasing online rug sales.
ARZU partnered with Rhythm Interactive – a full-service digital marketing agency with
offices in Irvine and New York – to design, implement and support the various marketing
tactics necessary to achieve goals and target the desired audiences.

First Level of Engagement: Raise Awareness & Drive Traffic
ARZU researched the top search terms specific to Mother’s Day, philanthropic gifts,

retail contests, etc. These findings enabled Rhythm to optimize the ARZU website and
create content relevant to target audiences in the form of blog articles and social posts.
These keywords were then incorporated into ARZU’s press releases and PPC, social and
print ads – driving traffic back to ARZU.

Second Level of Engagement: Engage Visitors & Convert Leads
Rhythm designed and developed a custom microsite for ARZU where contestants sub-

mitted images coupled with copy about why their mother figure should win an ARZU rug.
A voting feature was integrated for people to vote on their favorite entry. Social sharing
technology was incorporated and played a vital role to help contestants gain more votes.
The campaign was promoted via the ARZU website, homepage and specific call-to-action
(CTA) buttons and custom landing pages. The contest was also promoted through
ARZU’s many social channels including customized tabs in Facebook, campaign-specif-
ic videos on their YouTube channel, campaign-specific tweets and more.

Third Level of Engagement: Nurture Leads & Close Sales
Data collected via the customized microsite, landing pages and custom Facebook tab

was used to communicate directly to contest participants. To further engage participants
and encourage sharing, contest-specific emails asked participants to increase their votes
by getting their friends and family involved – generating greater brand awareness and
more participation. Special offer emails were also sent to all participants, driving traffic
back to the site and resulting in rug purchases.

Fourth Level of Engagement: Deliver Closed-Loop Analytics
Within a 13-day contest period, ARZU received 1,618 unique visits to their site. More

than 5,979 votes were tallied and 69 new nominations were received. Effective CTAs
resulted in 61 new ARZU email subscribers. Rug sales during the contest period covered
all campaign marketing costs while yielding strong profits.

By integrating inbound and outbound marketing activities, not only did ARZU increase
brand awareness, but by engaging audiences with high-quality content and nurturing
leads through consistent communication and effective CTAs, prospects turned into cus-
tomers. Although this example speaks more to a B2C brand, Rhythm has worked with
many B2B brands to help them design their ultimate marketing machine.

Since 1996, Rhythm Interactive has been working with both B2C and B2B clients to
design, develop, implement and monitor integrated marketing strategies that create effec-
tive brand experiences and deliver ROI. Rhythm takes time to understand each client’s
business model, challenges and goals in order to properly access what marketing strate-
gies, tactics and technologies will be most effective in helping clients achieve their objec-
tives. Rhythm is invested in helping its clients succeed and provides clients with insights
and suggestions for ways that they can enhance their marketing efforts. It is this dedica-
tion that has kept many of Rhythm’s clients around for a number of years and has gen-
erated repeat referral business for the agency.

Looking for more insight around inbound marketing? Download our free white paper,
Inbound Marketing 101 by visiting web.rinteractive.net/inbound-marketing-101. If you are
looking for a full-service agency partner to help you power your performance marketing
machine, give Rhythm a call at 949.783.5000. You can also visit www.rinteractive.net
to explore integrated marketing campaigns the agency has worked on for such brands
as Hoag Hospital, American Airlines, Fluidmaster, Barona Resort & Casino and
many others.

T
Optimize Your Marketing Machine

To Drive ROI
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f you could leave your audiences with one belief about what you stand for...If your cus-
tomers and prospects could remember a single message or phrase that encapsulates your
core benefit... What would it be? How do you want to be known? Collect your marketing
and advertising materials from the last six to 12 months and place them side by side...Is
your message clear? If you have taken an integrated approach, then the answer should be
yes. If your strategy isn’t integrated, the answer is likely no. And you are missing out on

maximizing your brand’s impact on customers and prospects.
Integrated might be a buzz word in the advertising industry, yet there’s still confusion about

what an integrated advertising strategy is and what it isn’t. It isn’t placing ads in every paper, on
every website or on every radio or TV station. It isn’t just your logo. Or your website. It isn’t your
sales collateral.

An integrated strategy is the coordination of all of a company’s advertising and marketing
communications into a cohesive plan that maximizes the impact on customers and prospects.
It’s delivering a focused and consistent message that’s relevant for all of the key media in which
your audiences interact. Simplified, an integrated strategy ensures that your audiences remem-
ber you.

At Orange Label, we firmly believe in the power of an integrated strategy. So much so that it’s
seen and heard in everything we touch…from our internal culture and operations, to our unique
branding method, to our campaign and media strategies. Even the titles of each of our team
members reflect an integrated approach.

We make an integrated strategy a priority for all of our clients. Why should you?
First of all, an integrated strategy helps to clearly differentiate your company from the com-

petition. If all of your messages are consistent, your target prospects will understand what your
brand stands for and what sets you apart. An integrated strategy also creates credibility. When

your messaging is consistent across
multiple media platforms, it establishes
the impression that your brand is reli-
able. And as audiences build trust in
your brand, there is little perceived risk
in buying your products or services.

Another benefit is increased return on investment. When your advertising and marketing is
integrated, each message across the various media leverages the next. Dollars are stretched
to create a synergistic payoff and overall marketing costs are lower because you aren’t rein-
venting the wheel every time you need to develop a new ad or launch a new campaign. For
example, you can leverage your core campaign theme and copy messages and photography
across different media to get more mileage out of your advertising investment.

Internal culture benefits too. An integrated advertising and marketing strategy helps your team
understand and embrace your value statement and become aligned on overall company objec-
tives. This will prevent one department from coming up with an idea, implementing it and never
communicating it with the rest of the company. In other words, an integrated approach helps you
avoid a fragmented strategy, which results in confusion and lost market share.

How can you get started? 
First, define your business and marketing objectives for the short-, mid- and long-term. Next,

conduct market research to define the target demographic and determine what messages will
resonate with them. Who are your prospects? Where are they? What are their habits and what
are their unmet needs? What do they respond to? Then, the core brand messages can be
developed. From there, research which media vehicles and tools are available and which would
be most effective for reaching your target audience. You then determine the personnel and mon-
etary resources needed, which will assist with developing an appropriate advertising budget.

What internal resources are needed? 
A strong, capable and motivating marketing leader is key to the success of the strategy. Then

the organization’s senior management or leadership team needs to determine if internal staff
has the depth, creativity and savvy to generate an integrated plan and implement it effectively
and consistently.

An integrated strategy places extensive demands on internal staff. And, fresh perspective can
help to guide the plan and analyze performance. That’s why our clients come to us. We act as
a strategic partner – an extension of the internal marketing team – to help develop and manage
our clients’ brand platform and the overall integrated advertising strategy.

How is an integrated plan managed?
Someone (usually the marketing leader) from inside the company needs to own the plan,

monitor all activity and manage it for success. A strategic marketing calendar − summarizing the
brand, campaign themes, events, media platforms and budget – can be used for ongoing man-
agement of the integrated plan. It can be used to evaluate progress and can be adjusted based
on new circumstances, information or results.

If the integrated strategy isn’t managed properly, fragmentation occurs. Some companies
think that once the plan is launched, there is nothing left to do. This attitude sets the plan up to
fail. At Orange Label, we communicate with our clients on a regular basis throughout their sales

I
Maximize Impact: 

An Integrated Approach
cycle to ensure the messaging is on target and that results are generated. For some, that’s once
a week or every two weeks. For others, it’s every day.

Integrated advertising in action: A campaign case study.
Seton Medical Center in the San Francisco Bay Area has been an Orange Label client for

several years and has experienced the benefits of an integrated strategy. This year, Seton
approached us with a new need and a new focus for an integrated campaign – nurse recruit-
ment. To expand their highly skilled nursing team and to fill 40+ nursing positions throughout the
hospital, a two-month integrated recruitment campaign was launched. The focal point of the
campaign was a microsite that clearly communicates the advantages of working at Seton

Medical Center and creates an online community for the nursing team. The site includes a mes-
sage from the Chief Nursing Executive, quotes from real Seton nurses, information about ben-
efits and most importantly, the mission and values under which the team operates. Potential
candidates that visit the site are able to connect with the Seton nursing community and see how
their contributions at Seton make a difference, for patients and for the hospital as a whole. For
those that are interested in applying, the site directs them to the careers page on the main Seton
website where the individual starts the application process.

Traffic was driven to Seton’s nursing microsite through several media vehicles including local
and out-of-market radio schedules, targeted California and out-of-state PPC campaigns, behav-
ioral and geo-targeted ads on Facebook, banner advertising on highly visited industry-specific
websites, email blasts and through direct mail. “Become a Seton Nurse” – the campaign theme
and call-to-action – was integrated throughout each medium. And by leveraging this consistent
message across multiple media platforms, Seton made a powerful impact on potential candi-
dates. A large and relevant audience was reached, ensuring that the right talent applied and
was hired. The RN recruitment campaign also built upon the hospital’s existing brand presence,
showing all key audiences that the hospital is growing and building an amazing medical team.

And the results? Within a two-month period the Seton Nurse microsite received 4,354 visits
producing 3,540 referrals to the main Seton website. HR received eight to 10 qualified candi-
dates per week, each position was filled and RN overtime hours were drastically reduced.
Candidates even used the campaign theme “Become a Seton Nurse” in their applications, prov-
ing the impact of the integrated messaging across all recruitment activities.

The Integrated Advertising Platform is a visual representation of the integration of the two-month
Seton Nurse Recruitment campaign activity, which ensures that the marketing/advertising mes-
sages are cohesive and produce the highest ROI possible.

Maximizing Possibilities for:

Online 
Marketing

Paid Listings 
(PPC)

Advertising

Direct Marketing

Postcards

E-mail Blasts

MicrositeSearch Engine     
Marketing

Social Media

Facebook Ads

Website

Banner Ads

Radio Online

Campaign : Nurse Recruitment
Campaign Theme : Become a Seton Nurse

Michelle Torr
Michelle Torr is an Integrated Advertising Executive at Orange

Label Art + Advertising, one of Orange County’s longest-standing
privately held advertising agencies.  With a background in creative
copywriting and a passion for connecting brands with people,
Michelle works with clients in various industries in the strategic
planning and implementation of integrated advertising and mar-
keting campaigns.

About Orange Label
At Orange Label Art + Advertising, we are 40 years young. Since 1972, our

mission, our vision, our reason for being, has been and continues to be to
empower our clients such that they become THRIVING BRAND LEADERS
and experience powerful, growing demand for their product or service. We
breathe life to this vision through our unique branding method, the Orange
Label Process™. The final product of our proven system? A fully integrated
marketing and advertising plan that ensures our clients’ brand, your brand,

and core messaging is powerful, integrated, focused, consistent,
result-oriented. Messaging that comes alive through an inspired mix-
ture of art and advertising and through direct response strategies, gets
noticed, connects, breaks through, gets remembered…and then gets
acted on in a way that drives dramatic market share growth. 

Want more? Call 949.631.9900 or visit orangelabeladvertising.com
today.
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s one of Orange County’s premier commercial litho-
graphic printing facilities, Meridian Graphics is an
exciting place to be these days! With the recent
installation of the HP Indigo 5600 Digital Press,
which gives you the ability to personalize your mar-
keting materials to targeted recipients, Meridian can

now handle your multi-channel marketing campaigns!

Your Marketing Partner
We are a customer-facing, solutions-driven marketing

services provider, standing at the ready to support your mar-
keting needs. Meridian has worked hard to develop the
resources necessary to be a one-stop solution. With a team
of talented account managers who have access to a multi-
tude of solutions, your marketing needs can become our
highest priority. We have a proven track record with our
clients, bringing lots of innovation, strength and vision to the
table.

A
Meridian Graphics

Tried and True
Want to drive potential business to your website? Print is a

proven method for doing just that, and very successfully! Look
at the success stories that have developed over the past few
years, with the ability to address clients by name in a direct-
mail campaign.

With a myriad of marketing options available to you today in
our new digital world, your task is to determine the most effec-
tive avenue for your marketing dollars. Although some of the
newer methods available seem sexy and appealing, you must
ask yourself whether the return on your investment is there?
Or, should you count on a proven, measurable method of driv-
ing business to your company? Is there a blend of these
options that will optimize your investment?

Call us today at 949.833.3500 to schedule an appointment.
We would be delighted to partner with your team, in an effort to
drive your business to the next level.
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rrowmac is enjoying its teenage years. It’s early yet, but the company’s 15th birth-
day is just around the corner. It has weathered the storm we call the recession and
is well and truly back in action.

For the past six months, Arrowmac has grown and expanded as the economy of
Orange County starts to turn around. The key to the firm’s success is extensive

industry knowledge by its owners, recruiters and account managers within the local office,
where Arrowmac proudly sports nearly 50 years of creative and interactive IT recruitment
and placement experience. There are very few boutique staffing agencies around Southern
California that can compete with Arrowmac’s success in the niche market. Don’t get me
wrong, there’s competition out there, and it feels like David vs. Goliath as the company
gladly takes on the big national boys and girls of the staffing industry on a daily basis—with
plenty of success, or else the firm wouldn’t be celebrating 15 years.

The company has slowly, but surely, built the new Arrowmac brand into a recognized
name in the advertising and marketing community of Orange County. Arrowmac’s client list

A
Arrowmac: Serving Southern California Since 1997

offices and local independents, this woman-
owned corporation is once again helping
some of the best companies in Orange
County slowly but gradually move beyond
the recession. By utilizing Arrowmac’s serv-
ices, ad agencies and corporations alike
can expand their workforce at their own
pace as their workload requires.

Currently, another key benefit to compa-
nies using Arrowmac’s services is that the
employer burden remains with Arrowmac.
From payroll, taxes and weekly paychecks

to W2s and worker’s comp, Arrowmac is the
employer of record, except where the candi-
date is placed under a Direct Hire agree-
ment.

Some of the positions that Arrowmac has
helped clients to fill include: Art Director,
Graphic Designer, Traffic Manager, Web
Designer, Web Developer, SEO Specialist,
Account Manager, Marketing Manager, and
the list goes on. Best put, Arrowmac can
help to find the right person to fill any title or
position with an ad agency, in-house mar-
keting, or creative services department. The
agency’s recruitment efforts also go beyond
Orange County if needed; Arrowmac has
recruited Art Directors and Copywriters from
New York and Florida to join clients in
Orange County.

As its brochure states, together we can be
the right combination. When you find your-
self at the point of hiring, call Arrowmac—
you’ll be glad you did.
For more information, please call

714.641.1260 or visit www.arrowmac.com.
You can also find Arrowmac on Facebook
and Twitter.

is a who’s who of Orange County that includes the best of the best when it comes to ad
agencies and corporate in-house, including some Fortune 500 companies. Arrowmac is the
perfect solution to the perfect storm when it comes to immediate recruitment needs. Many
times, Arrowmac can handle temporary placement on the same day. The agency can also
step up on longer term contracts: a week, a month, a year. Arrowmac understands every
client is different. As the economy turns, so does the solution required by many clients.
Some temporary assignments can go on to become full-time, and it’s a great benefit to any
company in times like these to have seen the potential employee in the workplace, on the
job, prior to hiring him or her full-time. If a client’s budget is back and they’re getting ready
to run on all four cylinders, Arrowmac offers a direct hire solution, where the employee goes
directly onto the client’s payroll from day one.

What sets Arrowmac apart from the competition is that its customer service is second to
none. The agency’s business is not just about seat filling—the mission is to match the right
candidate to the right workplace. To survive 15 years of tough competition from national
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